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Scope and Coverage

It covers over 5300 entries. This dictionary also includes 1,000 entries
either new or revised. The dictionary defines terms from all aspects of
personal and international finance, including money markets, private
investments and borrowing, central banking, foreign exchanges, monetary
policy, and public and government finance. Now with expanded coverage
of capital structure and corporate restructuring. Recommended up-to-date
web links for many entries provide valuable extra information.

Kind of Information

The meaning of the terms, definitions and short notes on those terms, are
available here. See and see also references are also available here. Some terms
within the meaning of a particular entry are cross referenced. Related terms of a
particular entry are also given in hyper link form. Some examples are given
below for clear understanding.
accountant
A person who has passed the accountancy examinations of one of the recognized
accountancy bodies and completed the required work experience. Each of the bodies
varies in the way they train their students and the type of work expected to be undertaken.
For example, accountants who are members of the Chartered Institute of Public Finance
and Accountancy generally work in local authorities, the National Health Service, or other
similar public bodies, while members of the Chartered Institute of Management
Accountants work in industry (see management accounting). Wherever accountants work,
their responsibilities centre on the collating, recording, and communicating of financial
information and the preparation of analyses for decision-making purposes.
See also chartered accountant. (Underlined terms are cross referenced).

futures market
See futures contract.

Special Features

 Links to Gmail, Yahoo mail and various social networking sites like
Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, Google plus etc. are available.
 Subject wise arrangement of various Oxford reference tools is available
in this site.
 If one types a particular term in the search bar the list of books published

from Oxford, on that specific topic is found.

Arrangement Pattern

Entries are arranged alphabetically. Under an alphabet the entries which
start with that particular alphabet are also arranged alphabetically. For an
example mention may be made of accommodation bill , accommodation
endorser , account, accountability, accountant, account day etc. which
come under the alphabet “A”.

Remarks

With the clear and accessible definitions, this jargon-free dictionary
provides accurate and valuable information for students, practitioners,
private investors, and readers about the financial context.
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